to say I don't. I do like your music programming so please don't take my rank ordering away.

I usually listen when I drive and I am doing very little driving right now. I'd usually listen to The World, so would add "international news" to the program. 30 minutes. Not opinions, just neutral facts (yes, I know I think you are doing a great job as is. Maybe add one time.... 6 pm....)

I think the Program mix is good. I think KZYX is an excellent station. It has so much to offer everyone. I really miss "City Arts & Lectures" on Friday evening. Heavyweight Sounds, Hawaiian Music, Happy with the way things are.

I feel you offer an excellent variety of programs, information and music. Classical music, but to each their own. Punk/hardcore/emo program. Hopefully, when I have more time, I'd like to host a show that was not your decision. I also much preferred On the Media at 6 pm on Sunday night rather than the new time of 7 pm.

Balanced politics. Grateful for ABC and BBC news which is no longer part of The World, but I know you can't do it all. I love Oak & Thorn! I love the mix as is. Punk/indie/alternative program. More or less is fine with your current programming, and you change in response to feedback. I do like your music programming so please don't take my rank ordering away.

I do like your music programming so please don't take my rank ordering away. Lots of local news, also more Spanish language programming. I'm happy-and listen to jukebox when I can't listen in the car etc. Grateful every day that I live in a place where I can hear it broadcast in my car. With ABC News programming, Selector J and the Redwood Soul Shakedown and the variety of music.

I think the Program mix is good. I think KZYX is an excellent station. It has so much to offer everyone.

I rely on the national and local news coverage and love ALL the jazz shows I like best. Discussion and talk about climate change, covid-19 and psyche issues. Global and local news. The World is the best. I am happy-and listen to jukebox when I can't listen in the car etc. All is good for now. No recommendations.

I am fine with your current programming, and you change in response to feedback. I would like less jazz, but I understand that you must cater to many varied tastes.

I think the Program mix is good. I think KZYX is an excellent station. It has so much to offer everyone.
Mendocino!

hear more about the agricultural, arts, and broadband developments in discussions for the remaining supervisor candidates. Would also love to Budget cut analysis, and how it will impact the community. Hosting called conspiracy theories turn out to be true, but we are told they opinions of national news organizations. For example, sometimes so-

More classical music.


Middle-class immigrants, and emigrants, if you can reach them

bright LED lights—to me a negative area in the developing business-

maybe more stories from local farmers and different view points on the Singer/songwriter too.

Love all the variety; maybe more country music? There's very little.

Love all the NPR programming

Lost/Found Pets

program regularly every Sunday.

Local news, esp current headline news

Local news not human interest stories

minimize your efforts, but I feel like the only "media" outlet covering reports for community-based category.

to hear more subjects from more areas, but briefly.  Save the in-depth

Local news coverage and kid friendly programs like Radio HAHA,

local news  a better source of news than NPR

Local news

Local news

Local news

live music by local performers

Like the current balance of shows

Lighter classical music such as chamber music.

Less music more news.

Life, Fresh Air

Less contemporary jazz, more world music.  More insightful

Less classical and jazz and more local music with the "flavor" of the

latin; jazz music and less classical

Krista Tippett

Kids programming

keep the diverse programming going.

jazz,funk

Jazz and Classical music. Those shows are excellent!

However since we've lost some reggae, I'll vote for more reggae.

It's already diverse enough interesting enough and gods enough quality

It's all good. I love the jazz programs the best.

It's all good.

It's a good mix right now.

Let's talk about how we can fix things, who is doing good for others,

We hear it over & over, day after day, month after month. ENOUGH!

have interview with someone that is suffering more than the rest of us.

are, then the national news tells us how sick the world is, then you

at 5 am, Thom Hartman is yelling about how horrible all Republicans

and music to help people start the day on a positive note.  Right now,

Interviews  with locals

Inclusion of Covelo/Round Valley in weather reports and local news

phone coverage where we live- cell nor land line.

generations.

approach and talk about the severe ecological degradation it brings.

If we have to have a cannabis hour, we should include a more balanced

local reporting.

show adds a layer of diversity that's much needed. Sooo much great

I'm mostly happy with what I hear. I'm a big jazz lover so I much prefer

I'm happy.

I'm happy with the current programming.

I'm good.  I could do with a bit less cannabis.

I'm fine with me current mix.

Nights recently and it was my favorite music program— I'd love more

flow that we had.

could go in a weekday afternoon space for kids.  It breaks up the great

I would like to NOT hear the kids HA HA program on Sundays.  Maybe it

how woke the station can get. It's not necessary to get on people's

broadcasts in Spanish. It is already apparent that there is no limit to

I would like to hear LESS stuff that is simply unlistenable, such as "the


| More Jazz | The programming is good as is. | The pandemic is very good. | The mix is great as it is! You are doing a great job! Coverage of the Ted talk | Surprise me | Statewide news | Spoken word shows: the Moth, Storytelling, poetry, etc | So far this works fine for me. | Shows like This American Life, Snap Judgment, Moth Radio | Volunteers and resources. Also provide a forum for individuals starting | Hear about as well as ways the community can support them with Mendocino County providing much needed services we don’t usually | Shows interviewing local people /non profit groups or businesses in Science and thoughtful conservatives | Science and general education information | Satisfied with current mix. |
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More Jazz

better - more substantial.

More "non-themed" music. Is that a word? In other words, I like mixes of

releveant news than KZYX.

KMUD and Independent Coast Oberver/ also Red Headed Blackbelt has more

business financial news, ie Market Place w/ Kai Ryssdal

timeslots? It's not a bad show but...

ambient/"space" music Sunday (or other) evenings.

Bring back Radiolab, To The Best of Our Knowledge, Invisibilia, etc.   Also

I know a lot of people like it.

Companion, and, of course Rick Blaufeld.  I would like less classical music, but

Life, all the local talk shows, and the tree house; I miss Prairie Home

Can't think of anything

Local news (local politics, environment, events, culture)

I used to love women's voices. sorry that feminist programming appears to be

assortment of programs and I enjoy the variety.

I really enjoy the npr shows... Wait, Wait, This American life, Fresh Air etc.

on Drew Colfax ......

I specifically listen to Jazz Odyssey, as Its hort, Jerry Karp, and I are friends.

American and Latino/a populations.

did more interviews.  I also appreciate the recent outreach to the Native

being offensive.  Her COVID-19 coverage is also outstanding.  I'd love it if she

outstanding job interviewing people.  She's thorough and probing without

though that could have been given at the bottom of the hour or at quarter to

Local environmental issues

more talk radio, less music

am satisfied

that people could vote by direct show vote, selecting their variety of

for Renee at the station or you as the advisory group to use technology so

fulfilling prophesy that they will stay in the low preference time slot.  I'd like

during hours that many people are asleep and therefore people who do like

way to present the popularity by show. Some high quality shows are put on

programs should always trump national programming.  If a show is still in an

hours.    3. Include material that includes third parties in politics.  4. Local

languages in more depth.  Think the station cares more they still

of English isn't really considered, although there is one show that goes on to

The Thom Hartmann Program should be on during the regular day. He

The second hour of All Things Considered

World music...in the morning.

World music

we like the music- a nice variety

professors. Another, older age grouped, children focused

morning time slots

You guys do a great job and I like your programming. I would like

State, county and national news.

You are doing a great job!  Very much appreciate the Covid 19 coverage

.exclude music. It's a radio station.  It's not a music station.

NPR News & Stories

More NPR &

More Local /

Music

Different

More or

News

Alternative

Coverage

More  Local /
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Narrow-
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News & Stories

More

Sports
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coverage of

Krista Tippett

Women's

communities

coverage of

David

City Arts &

Lectures

Cannabis

Coverage

Weather
Hartman's Friday show on Saturday morning, not Monday morning. Bring in some of the shows that are on at night, or too early. Have Thom Hartmann on before or in the morning at 7 AM? I can't really say - I think you do a stellar job of presenting an eclectic mix of news, music and talk shows.

I can't really say - I think you do a stellar job of presenting an eclectic mix of news, music and talk shows. Consolidate news shows into one time slot over the week. More diversity.


You do a good job. I'm satisfied.

AM. Same with Ralph Nader - 5 AM is absurd.

Considered, Fresh Air, Democracy Now, The World, Shortwave Report. Perfect as is - I cannot imagine it being better. I like the times & the mornings too.

More jazz...especially in late night and early hours. Like classical in the morning.


I'm very happy with the current programming. Smart rock shows like Kiss Kiss Bang Bang some years ago hosted by Jamal, Fair (real media analysis), E-Town at a reasonable hour. Consideration.

More call-in programs & more progressive early AM programs. Include International news & music programs at 1 PM.

More diversified self promotions. Our radio is on most the day. The hours are great. Don't like everything, but somebody else probably loves it. Not a fan of atonal jazz. I like featured exploration of science, art, literature, culture...but not, for example, "Living on Earth" with its highly formatted, "canned" presentation. I want less infotainment.

More health shows. We have lost a few.

KOZT does a much better round up of what's going on around the world and locally. KMUD has much more programming. KMUD has much more programming.

You do a good job. I'm satisfied. The current mix of shows, local to national, is good.

More Americana and Folk music, less Jazz. I think you have it covered in the hours I have to listen, thanks. More or less jazz shows
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